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About us
Esplora was born in 2013 as an

organization aiming at promoting:

cultural events, intercultural dialogue,

non-formal education and responsible

tourism.

The organization members carry on with

these aims through several projects and

activities:

- develop and implement experential

tourism activities and the creation of

accessible itineraries.

- organize and collaborate with other

associations at a global scale in projects

of international youth mobility.

(Erasmus+ and others)

- organize and collaborate in

volunteering projects.

- manage a coworking space aiming at

developing entrepreneurship among

young people and cooperation between

local associations.
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Viaggi Diffusi is the program of

the organization dedicated to the

promotion of responsible tourism and

volunteering experiences. We believe in

experiential tourism, trying to enhance

the territories with special consideration

for culture, traditions and local nature;

furthermore, we try to deviate from the

standards of the tourist mass, relying

exclusively on local realities that

promote the territory without exploiting

it.

All our offers come from direct

knowledge of the territory. We promote

places and

experiences we know personally,

cooperating with local organizations. 

ViaggiDiffusi offers a variegated list of

accessible experiences, thanks to the

collaboration with others organizations

we encrease our offer of accessible

tourism expecially for blinds.
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Offer to 3 young Europeans the opportunity to work in a non-profit

organization, on accessible tourism and local solidarity activities

dedicated to people with sensorial disabilities

 

Involve volunteers in local and national activities to promote social

inclusion and active citizenship

 

Develop a better understanding of disability also in animation

youth (key concepts in the field of disability, human rights, respect and

responsibility) through the UNCRPD.

 

Aim

 

Goal

Strengthen collaboration between the associations involved in order to

improve similar activities in other European countries

 

Stimulate the ability of volunteers to develop social inclusion programs

and initiatives

 

Spread the knowledge of working methods and interaction with

people with special needs



 
 

Assistance in organizing new accessible and / or sustainable tours;

 

Promotion of tours and membership proposals in the countries of

origin and beyond;

 

Follow some tour and learn how it’s working;

 

Planning of local events;

 

Creation of awareness campaigns (for inclusion, environmental,

intercultural);

 

Social media marketing and management;

 

Develop the comcept of ViaggiDiffusi in their countries;

 

Assist the organization on the activities and programations of E+

projects;

 
 

Roles and Tasks
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Strengthen the employability perspective and improve its

career prospects thanks to the knowledge of new procedures

and activities;

 

Strengthen its skills and abilities in office work and group

work;

 

Strengthen its organizational practical spirit;

 

Increase the sense of initiative and entrepreneurship 

 

Increase emancipation and self-esteem by acknowledging

their work and the results achieved;

 

Improve their knowledge of Italian by having to work and

communicate especially in Italian;

 

Enhance intercultural awareness by being in direct contact

with a culture different from ones own;

What the volunteer

will bring at home
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The volunteers should be 18-30 years old, willing to work as

part of a team, pro-active and passionate about the cultural
heritage and its social value. We expect the volunteers will be
interested in working with people with special needs, ready to

live in the city of Itri and to work in intercultural context.
 
Experience with volunteering or work in NGO sector is not
required, but it will increase the possibility of a positive
experience for the volunteer considerably. The ESC Long
Term project targets young people with the following needs
and capacities: 
 

Young people who would also like to develop in
particular their: team work ability, creativity, self-
confidence and to increase their sense of initiative and
employability in tourism industry and civic sector.
The candidate volunteers should want to develop their
social and organizational skills and should be ready to
offer their time and effort to the project in exchange for
the chance to learn practice skills and take part in an
intercultural work experience.
We welcome youngsters who live in isolated regions or in
economically disadvantaged areas, youngsters from
immigrant cultures, early-school leavers, or those with
social problems.
We find the proposed voluntary activities as relevant also
to application of candidate volunteers interested in
social or cultural topics, new media or handcrafts. If
there are candidates with previous experience and/or
education, journalism, tourism etc. or anything
considered relevant to the project they are welcome to
send also their portfolio; 
The knowledge of any other language (including sign
language) will be taken into consideration

Selection criterias
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Where

 
 

The city project will be Itri (LT) is a little town of 10.000

habitantes between Rome and Naples close to the sea cost.

Itri is where Esplora is based, is a town with a lot of nature

around, and is on the bottom of the hills.

Itri is one hour distance, by train, to Rome and Naples. It's

possible to reach the beach, in 15/20 minute, by bus.

If you like the mountains there is many path reachable by foot

from itri.

The community is very friendly and curious from foreigner living

in the town, with the help of the contact person it will be easy,

for the volunteers, to be integrated.
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Accomodation

 
 

The volunteers will stay at "Esplora home", a comfortable

double bedrooms flat.

The apartment is fully furnished and equipped, the

participants will have to care of housekeeping.

Volunteers must be ready to share a room with another

volunteer of the same gender.

Board will be self-organized by the volunteers with open

access to the kitchen. Lunch breaks take place in the office

together with the team.

The apartment is in the city center of Itri, and the volunteers

will not need to take public transportation to

move in the city.
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Finances

 

During the project, each volunteer will receive financial

support under the European Solidarity Corps

program. In this way project participants will be able to

fully engage in the life of the organization. Each

participant will receive approximately 150 euros per month

of pocket money and board and lodging will be covered

by the ESC project.
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The Teamers
 
 
 

 
 

Joseph will be the LOCAL

CONTACT of the volunteers.

He will help them to be part of the

local community, learn italian and

local culture
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Raffaella will be the MENTOR,

psychologist and expert in

intercultural education, will provide

further support in the learning and

adapting process of the volunteers.

Lorenzo will be the TUTOR of the

project, he will follow the

volunteers in their daily work.

He will be also the contact person

during all the volunteer process.



Contacts

 
 

For more information

please contact:

lorenzo@esploriamo.org

Associazione Esplora
ViaggiDiffusi

Esploraitaly Instaesplora

www.viaggidiffusi.com

www.esploriamo.org

 


